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Introduction 

In the same time of logistic improvement, identifying tools used in 
production and distribution came into the fore. In many fields, signals and 
signal packages are applied, which carry information in themselves or in 
relation between each other. Among of all identifying procedure, barcode has 
the most importance in practice. The barcode is generally an optically 
perceptible code, where defined alternation of light and dark fields states the 
information [1]. But this comprehensively used method (paper-based, optical 
barcode, many times) of automatic product identification become unusable in 
case of chemical treatments, painting or on surfaces exposed to corrosion. In 
logistic systems, this kind of information lost damages reliable usage of the 
system.  

In many cases, it may also be important, that information to be hardly 
readable (hidden). Serial numbers of automobiles were solved by, e.g. engine 
number, VIN, usually in mechanical way such as stamping, riveting of separate 
number plate, in recent years graving of visible numbers, or shaping of hole 
series. These methods are characterized by visible readability. Many 
experiences show that these signals can often be changed to by simple tools, 
with low cost.  

By modern laser technology and recent material science knowledges, 
individual identifiers (codes) can be formed in ferromagnetic materials, which 
are built up by changing realised in the material structure. [2,3,4,5]. During 
marking, laser beam During marking, laser beam forms phasis and textural 
transformations in close-to-surface layer of metal to be marked, as whose 
results signals, based upon material structure transformations built up in own 
material of metal, can be realised. We can experience structure transformations 
by local changing of concerning physical characteristics (magnetic as well as 
transport features), by means of appropriate measurement methods.  

This paper is concerning to laser beam marking system, in which 
information is carried with signals by means of texture local changing in metal 
layers close to the surface, in the material structure. In this new-type marking 
system, signals are similar to optical barcodes, but their read out does not 
require visual visibility. During signal shaping, it is practical to apply structure 
changing, whose detection can be realised just through coating (e.g. coat of a 
paint), contactless way, non-destructively, and without destruction or 
considerable transformation (change of its readability) of the signal.  
Information content of signals can be read out by measuring of non-destructive 
and contactless, magnetic, electric or acoustic features, and it can defined by 
means of object electronic. Individual, high-resolution readability of signals 
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based on material structure transformations formed this way, can also be a base 
of barcodes applicable in logistic systems too.  

 

 

     coat of paint 
         ↓          base-plate 
XTA4568Y256 

Fig. 1. Possible sample of laser marking utilization  
 

Codes formed by laser beam may have already been applied in chassis 
elements or to a convenient place during manufacturing, as referred in Fig.1.  
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2. Overview of concerning scientific literature  
 

Little information can be found about formation of codes based upon 
local laser beam heat treatment in the scientific announcements. Base of 
barcode formation is change of base texture characteristics through heat 
treatment.  

Resting on earlier investigations in BUTE, Faculty of Transportation 
Engineering, Department Vehicle Manufacturing and Repairing, it appeared 
that marking system based upon local texture-transformation carries many new 
facilities for modern industrial practice in itself too, for example extreme cases 
of length measurement or forming of individual identifiers [7, 30]. The first 
successful application was determination of thermal stress state of rails 
[1,2,3,4]. In this marking system, stresses caused by thermal dilatation end/or 
working load in rails by means of signal package consisting of five signals at 
the same distance of each other. Because of high rail carbon content, creation 
of martensit texture different from ferrit-perlite base texture, was clearly 
provable.  With marking parameters used for rail marking (laser power, spot 
diameter, scanning rate), and with applied signal distance and signal depth – 
considering the corrosion influences – durable, stable signals became formable 
in  structural high carbon content steels. In case of signals to be formed in low 
carbon content, thin steel sheets, there is no available information about signal 
formation and readout results.  

 
Primarily, such publications about laser beam surface heat treatments  

were issued, in which modern laser solutions of traditional heat treatment tasks 
are shown, mainly for the sake of aims can be reached by traditional heat 
treatments [2, 3, 4, 7, 9, 29,]. 

Proper laser beam treatment builds up structure transformation in close-
to-surface layers of the material. This transformation is the result of 
combination of complicated energy attachment and heat absorption 
phenomena. Light energy absorbed on the surface (photons energy), results 
extremely fast energy increasing of some close-to-surface atom row, and 
because heat dissipation is slower than energy attachments, therefore close-to-
surface layer of metal is heated up.  

Melting, evaporation, plasma state can be reached by means of laser beam 
on the surface as well as in the interaction zone, after heating up, which effect 
mechanisms characterize various methods of different laser beam machinings 
[7, 9, 29].   

But overheating, melting of the surface is not desirable.  Therefore 
depending on different rates of energy absorption and heat dissipation, and 
material composition, several structure transformations can be realised. In case 
of Iron-Carbon alloys, structure forming after cooling down, considerably 
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depends on whether local melting of alloy started or material part in heat 
affected zone passes through α-γ-α transformation. Absorbed energy quantity 
depends on applied laser type (TEM,λ), absorption ability of base material, 
surface quality, applied absorbent, etc [6, 7, 8, 9].   

Heat treatment means planned temperature changing of full metal mass or 
its surface local part, whose aim is to modify alloy characteristics by structure 
transformation. Cooling rate increasing results that, γ  α transformation 
carries out without long-term diffusion of atoms, because of diffusion rate 
increasing. Technical literature mainly shows hardness increasing, toughness 
improving and from the other from point of view of industrial application 
treatments of higher carbon content (C %> 0.2) structural steels. Continuous 
transformation diagram concerning to continuous cooling of high carbon 
content (applied as rail base material) structural steel can be seen in Fig. 2.   

 
Fig. 2. Continuous transformation diagram of steel with 0,6% C content 

[33] 
 
Within the range of low carbon content steels, mainly tempering and 

homogenization heat treatments after coldforming, as well as treatments 
increasing the surface hardness by diffundation foreign material (e.g. C, N, 
etc.) are the most known.  

If carbon content is low, about 0,08-0,15%, at that time there is no 
possibility to form martensit as well as bainit texture or in small quantity.  

During heating of cold-formed metals, grains distorted by forming are 
transformed at a certain temperature. Recrystallization means the process, 
during which, new crystallites develop by germ formation and continuous 
increasing from deformed crystallite materials of transformed metal. During 
recrystallization, a part of introduced energy releases, with appearance of 
unformed crystallites [10].  

Destructive phenomena leading to coldforming (rigiding, grain distortion) 
are eliminated with recrystallization. During recrystallization, new grains step 
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to the place of initial, coldformed grains. Material behaviour is also affected by 
degree of coldforming, during heat treatment. 

Recrystallization temperature decreases rapidly with increasing of 
forming degree. The more given extent coldforming causes recrystallization 
inclination, the finer grain size and the lower the temperature during 
coldforming. Grain size increases with recrystallization temperature. The 
higher temperature we glow the metal, the more coarsen the formed grain 
structure [10].   

Based upon technical literature examination, it can be proved that 
there is little reference to code forming of logistic purpose based upon low 
carbon content structural steel structure transformation. Effect mechanisms of 
signal readout based upon changing of laser beam signal formation, as well as 
electromagnetic characteristics are not cleared adequately, therefore more 
complex investigation and analysis of material structure transformations are 
needed.  
Investigations until now, have not given answer for relations of signal distance, 
spot diameter, laser power, beam movement speed, in case of low carbon 
content, thin steel sheets. 

2.9 Summary of literary overview 
 

It can be proved by overview of publications that laser heat treatment 
is used as production technology procedure for changing the mechanical 
properties of the material (e.g. tempering, surface alloying) almost exclusively; 
but marking system formed by local heat treatment, based upon material 
structure transformation, readable from under the cover layer, has not been 
investigated over earlier department researches. Although with laser beam, as 
working tool, different markings can be formed on the material (mainly metals 
and plastics) surfaces, but these marking system are characterized by visual 
readability and frequently surface destruction  

The productions of laser marking on the surfaces of rails have been 
described in Ref. [2]. This type of marking is considered to apply for the 
detection of thermal induced stresses, as well as to produce bar codes as signals 
on low carbon steel surfaces for production logistics. The thermal stability of 
markings has of a primary importance for any application (particularly in the 
case of magnetic readout technique like (i.e. using Barkhausen effect, eddy 
current testing). The fitting of the scribing parameters (power density, scanning 
rate, and distance between the individual marks) are also important 
requirement for the point of view the readout.  
The physical basis of the readout is the local phase transformations and the 
local modifications in the stress field around the individual markers. It is 
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caused by the rapid heating and cooling processes during the laser-metal 
interaction.  
The appropriate readout is usually based on magnetic or classical eddy-current 
measurements. In our measurements a special sensor was used to readout. It 
was found, that markers produced in 100-300 W power ranges with the 6 mm 
distance between them are successfully detectable using this sensor. The 
markings are thermally stable enough to use them as barcodes in production 
logistic and car industry to mark the car body sheets. Magnetization processes 
are also involved in the development of eddy current losses therefore the local 
modification of the domain structure is also important in the process. 
Therefore, the direct observation of magnetic properties (domain structure in 
the surface layer) can also be important from point of view readout.  
 

For comprehensive application of marking-readout system, it is 
necessary to know if applied local treatment affects mechanical properties of 
the material so extent, which constrains its applicability. Those procedures can 
be selected based upon literature, by means of which micro/nano stresses of 
material can just be discovered too. 

Marking-readout system is complete, if we can code alphanumeric 
characters by means of formed barcodes. Based upon coding requirements 
(robustness, density), it is practical to select from created coding procedure. 
Literature on this field is plenteous, but here it is also focused on visual code 
readout exclusively.  

Relying upon these findings, I aimed better knowing, research of base 
phenomena of marking system formed by local laser heat treatment and 
discovering of relations. Starting from research experiences in the last years, 
interest towards this new kind of marking system can be considerable, mainly 
behalf of vehicle industry.  
 
On the whole, therefore it can be proved that two large science areas, laser 
heat treatment and non-destructive test together as signal formation system 
has hardly been examined yet, while the interest is considerable towards this 
kind of signal formation system behalf of the industry, in order to make 
logistic, identifying processes more reliable 
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3. Research objectives 
 

Readout of signals formed locally by laser beam treatment in given place 
and with geometry, is based upon local changing of magnetic characteristics. 
Information content (having exactly defined place and spatial geometry) built 
up by laser beam treatment must be readout without modification of material 
and the stored information.  

Besides reliability, agreement of signal readout (considering to potential 
applications), economical aspects must also be kept to the fore, therefore it is 
also aim to code system take the smallest place as possible.  

An important marking criterion is, not to damage aesthetical quality of 
surface, local deformation as well as aesthetical failure (waviness) in larger 
extent is not allowed either.  

Signal distance-spot diameter, laser power, beam movement speed values 
must be optimized according to these criterias.  

The aim of my investigations is optimization of technology data on low 
carbon contents structural steels, keeping the fore of laser beam signal 
formation which is explicit and secure from the aspect of readout. Further aim 
of my investigations is examination of magnetic characteristics resulting by the 
effect of local heat treatment, because readout is based on electromagnetic 
concept.  

From the aspect of durable, explicit signal formation, ensuring of marking 
thermal stability is also important, because marked structure can be heated up 
during technology processes (e.g. paint stoving), which is several hundreds of 
°C in case of common chassis materials. Examination of mechanical stress 
fields forming in the environment of marking and macroscopic mechanical 
properties, is also necessary, because these can adversely affect intended 
applicability of marked parts, which can act on stability, durable and secure 
readability of signals. Because of answering to these questions, it is necessary 
to examine character of local transformations caused by laser marking and 
marking.  
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4. Research methods, tools used for investigation  
 

According to research aims, for optimizing the laser beam signal 
formation, examination of magnetic characteristics is necessary on thin steel 
sheets taking into account of secure and reliability of structures and of ensuing 
of intended structure operating.  

To realise these tasks successfully, material test procedures applied in 
technology practice can be regarded as suitable. These examinations have 
significantly been used and developed for failure detection (e.g. gaps, 
inhomogeneity etc.) until now. Several procedures can also be suitable for 
texture transformations created by laser beam radiation as well as for 
demonstration of remaining stress places. [11, 30], e.g.: 

 -Supersonic structure test,   
 -Measurements based on magnetism: 
  • Barkhausen noise, 

• Scattered flux, 
• Eddy current measurement. 

But marked structures are not allowed to become unsuitable for fully 
meeting of structure criterias (e.g. strength, aesthetic etc.). Therefore, it is 
important to know inside stresses of sheets caused by laser beam marking in 
terms of applicability. For investigating the stresses, layer coating optical stress 
test [20, 21], Moiré procedure based on grid interference [22, 23], as well as X-
ray diffraction [24] method can also be suitable, depending on stress extent.  
 

Samples are prepared from cold rolled low carbon steel sheets (C 
content 0.1 Wt%; Si 0.34 Wt%; Ti 0.06 Wt%; Mn 0.85 Wt%;). The sheets 
were covered with 0,01 mm thick Zink layer. As the carbon content is low, the 
investigated sheets can be regarded as soft magnetic. For creating of laser beam 
signals, PL 2000 typed, suitable for emitting of 1,8 kW maximum light power, 
fast axial flow, CO2 laser was used. The equipment can also be used in 
continuous and impulse modes induced by electric discharges with 300 Hz 
frequency. Laser beam, linked-out, then conducted through mirror system and 
optics, is concentrically polarized and distributed near TEM00. Relative 
displacement among workpieces and leaser beam, is ensured by CNC 
workbenches actuated by FRANKE SM 2000 control, seated under laser head, 
during experiments.  
For readout of signals, instrument (Fluxset probe) [12,13,14,15] developed by 
MTA MFA, based on combination of eddy current measurement principle and 
a high sensitivity magnetic space measuring sensor, which can be regarded as 
special version of conventional fluxgate manometers [16,17].  
During investigation, magnetic field of eddy currents arising in the material by 
the effect of induction, is measured by means of space measuring sensor 
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situated in surface normal direction, relatively near surface of pattern to be 
measured. Regarding, changing of this sheet surface is measured in one 
coordinate direction (well defined in the aspect of marking) as a function of 
place. Extent of arising eddy current is determined by physical characteristics 
of material and possible discontinuities. These transformations are results of 
material failures (or intended changing) [11].  
Metallographic tests were performed on Neophot light microscope as well as 
by means of MCT (Micro Combi Tester) manufactured by CSM. For 
identifying the phases, Philips X’ Pert type X-ray diffractometer was used 
(ELTE TTK Dept. of Material Physics). Domain and grain structure were 
examined on scanning electron microscope (SEM) typed JEOL JSM 840 (with 
the aid of MTA SZFKI). For investigating magnetic characteristics of the 
material, we applied measuring instrument based on Kerr effect, Safarik 
University, Kosice). Topography was tested by means of NANOSZURF 
optical topographer (AC2T Austrian Tribological Competence Centre, Wiener- 
Neustadt). We applied Hanemann micro Vickers micro hardness tester for 
micro hardness measurement, but we used INSTRON 1095 tearing machine for 
strength characteristics. Thermovision tests were made by AGEMA LWB-880 
thermovision system. For modelling the thermal processes, we applied MARC 
finite element software.  
Patterns were prepared according to criterias, ranges of laser beam technology 
data were determined based upon previous tests and experiments.    
Pattern number was determined for the examinations according to 
reproducibility and evaluabilty requirements.  
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5. Summary of laser marking technology process characteristics and 
selection of features optimizable with the technology  
 

In order to optimize the signal formed by local laser beam heat 
treatment, I determined factors affecting laser marking characteristics and 
relation among the factors. Summarizing Venn-diagram of their mutual 
interactions can be seen in Fig. 4.  

    
Fig. 4. Factors affecting optimal signal formation  

 
From the aspect of freed from surface deformation and signal cross-section 
profile (depth, width); marking power, spot diameter and scanning rate have 
considerable importance. If we apply too low specific power for marking, base 
texture is not transformed insomuch, that sensor would receive structure 
transformation, or the thermal stability of the signal is not suitable. But 
excessive increasing of power density is disadvantageous from the point of 
surface deformations, so suitable technology data could be selected on a 
comparatively limited field.  
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6. Results of investigation 
 
The first important task of examinations is to determine laser spot diameter 
movement speed – laser power in such way that marking is not allowed to 
cause geometrical transformation on the sheet surface. The applied laser beam 
powers were 100; 150; 200; 300 W, laser spot diameters were 0, 5; 1; 2 mm. 
We changed beam movement speed to 1200 mm/min successfully applied in 
rail marking. From the aspect of applicability, complying the criterias have 
been already mentioned (low space demand, hereby narrow signal width, small 
signal distance, economical signal formation – low laser power, high marking 
speed), I determined those technology data threefold, by whose application, 
signal can be readout clearly and securely. Starting from the spot diameter, 
perceptible result was given in case of laser spot of diameter 1 mm, for which 
100 W CO2 laser power and 1200 mm/s beam movement speed was suitable. In 
case of small laser spot (0,5 mm), appreciable result was readout by determined 
reader and air gap. Deformation (aesthetical failure) caused in sheet tailors the 
upper bound of applied laser power. This power is 300 W. If we use coating 
material, increasing the absorption (e.g. graphite), even then, in case of 100 W 
laser power, surface deformation can be experienced. Deformed sheet surface 
(Fig. 5.a), as well as deformation extent (Fig. 5. b) can be seen in the following 
figures.  

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig 5.  a) 3D topography of sheet marked by 100 W CO2 laser power (treated 
by graphite layer), b) section snapshot 

 

The applied technology data (under unchanged circumstances) also determine 
geometrical parameters (signal width, signal depth) of signal to be formed. 
Signal depth has an important role in applied readout procedure, but signal 
width affects length of code system to be formed. Metallographic snapshot of 
signal based upon texture transformation caused by laser beam treatment, can 
be seen in Fig. 6.a). By the effect of leaser beam treatment, grain coarsening 
can be experienced in the cold rolled sheet, which is a result of recrystallization 
process caused by heat treatment. This grain coarsening can also be seen well 
on SEM snapshot (Fig. 6.b.).  
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a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 6.  a) Metallographic picture of signal section transformed by laser beam 
(corrosion: natal), b) picture of surface treated by laser beam (SEM) 

 
Fig.7 shows the X-ray patterns measured on the samples before and 

after laser irradiation. As the corresponding X-ray scans demonstrate bcc-αFe, 
Fe3C cementite and (Mn,Fe)23C6 phases were identified in the sample without 
irradiation. After irradiation the intensity of the peaks arouse from the carbide 
phase became higher, which means that their amount and size grown up as the 
consequence of laser irradiation. The most intensive peaks of the scan were 
identified as Zn, and FeZn10 phases. Taking into account that the covering Zn 
layer was removed after irradiation, but before XRD investigation, it can be 
concluded, that the Zn atoms penetrate inside the bcc-αFe matrix during 
irradiation.  

 
2 θ 

 
2 θ 

7. ábra Results of X-ray diffraction investigation a) base mat.  b) laser treated 
zone 

 
In Fig.8. the coercive force derived from the surface magnetisation curves are 
plotted versus the  applied power density.  The applied measuring method was 
the magneto optical Kerr-effect [18,19]. The Hc decreases as the power density 
increases.  As the laser scribing represents rapid local heating and subsequent 
rapid cooling in the surface layer, the net result can be even opposite as the 
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value of local coercive force is concerned, depending on the applied power 
density. When the local temperature exceeds the α-γ transformation, and the 
cooling rate is sufficiently high due to the ideal heat conduction of the 
surrounding part of the sheet, in principle a magnetic softening may takes 
place. 
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Fig.8. The measured coercive force versus the applied laser density    

 
To detection of heat distribution the AGEMA LWB-880 thermovision 

system was used in line scan mode. In this case the frequency of scanning was 
2500 Hz. By measuring process the back side of specimen was observed. The 
surface of this side was sprayed with a thin graphite layer for increasing the 
homogeneity of thermal absorption. The laser beam was directed by a special 
arm system with mirrors. In the end of this arm the laser beam was oriented 
with a special scanning mirror system (two mirrors X-Y moving by PC 
controlled galvano motors). The laser beam was oriented through f-Θ optics to 
the front surface of sheet. The diameter of laser spot can be changed by the 
distance of the optical system and sheet surface. The arrangement of measuring 
system can be seen in Fig. 9. 

  
Fig. 9. Arrangement of measuring system  

 
The heat distribution was monitored from point of view of the laser 

scribing with different movement speed. The calculated (simulated FEM) 
temperature distribution curves are similar to measured temperature 
distribution curves and the simulated and real transformation zones are similar.   
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a) 

 
 
 

 
 

b) 

Fig. 10. Cross section of  simulated (a), real structure transformation (b) (laser 
power 150 W) 

 
In order to reveal the macroscopical mechanical properties were 

investigated the yield strength, wich important from point of view the 
application. The marks were created in the middle point of sample, with 
parameters P=200W, v=1200 mm/sec, d=1 mm. The speed of test was 5 
mm/min.  

 
Fig. 11. Pictures os yield strength test  
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Average yield strength in base material: Rm=305,6 ± 1,15 N/mm2  
Average yield strength in treated zone: Rm=303 ± 2,26 N/mm2  
 
Previously, the photostress analysis [31] and the Moire-effect [23] were 
applied for the detection of local stresses in the heat affected zone. However 
the resolution of these methods was not able to reveal the changes in the 
stressed state of the investigated specimen. The next method was the X-ray 
diffraction [24] peak profile analysis. It is a powerful tool for the 
characterisation of microstructures in crystalline materials. The analysis of 
local micro-stress state in the laser scribed zone was carried out within X-ray 
diffraction using CoKα1 radiation. The diffraction was measured two positions, 
in the base material and in the laser treated zone. The reflections were recorded 
in “image plate” used Debye-Scherrer method. Diffraction peaks broaden when 
crystallites are small or the material contains lattice defects. The decreasing of 
FWHM hints to the decreasing dislocation density (the level of inner micro 
stress) and increasing subgrain size.  
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 Fig. 13. Debye-Scherrer rings of (310) reflection, a) base material, b) 

laser treated part   
CMWP fitting was used to evaluate quantitatively the microstructure (grain 
size distribution and dislocation density, dislocation arrangement and type. The 
decreasing of FWHM hints to the decreasing the density of dislocations and the 
level of inner micro stress. The types of dislocations were also slightly 
changed. In the base material there were slightly more screw dislocation 
contrary to the laser treated zone where edge dislocations were in majority. 

 
Important technological parameter is scanning rate adjusted during 

constant laser power. Readability results during different rates are shown in the 
following figure:  
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Fig. 14. Readout results of marking by different beam movement speed 
 

The results of readout obtained by the same Fluxset sensor is completely differ in 
the case of applied markers distance as the Fig. 15. shows. In this Fig. can be 
seen the results of readout, when the distance between marks was diferent. The 
sensor can detect the individual marks when the distance between marks is 
relatively high. The arised heat affected zone around the marks influence the 
reading out.  

 
Fig.15. The result of readout on laser scribed steel sheets. The applied laser 

density was 150 W  
 
 

Fig. 16. does supply a qualification of the laser scribed markers. The positions 
of periodic markings versus of the distance are plotted here. Distance between 
marks was 6 mm, the applied laser density is changed between 100 W to 300 
W (raised by 25 W). The physical positions of marks are at around of the 
inflectional points of signal curves. In this figure the influence of long time 
heat treatment on the shape of signal curves is also illustrated. It is obvious that 
the amplitude of the signal curve increases due to the subsequent heat 
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treatment. Meanwhile no change in the position of maxima can be detected. 
These facts do confirm the sufficient thermal stability of markers from the 
point of view read out. 
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Fig.16. Readout on laser scribed steel sheets using various laser density 
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Summarysing  
 

This paper is concerning to laser beam marking system, in which 
information is carried with signals by means of texture local changing in metal 
layers close to the surface, in the material structure. In this new-type marking 
system, signals are similar to optical barcodes, but their read out does not 
require visual visibility. During signal shaping, it is practical to apply structure 
changing. By the effect of leaser beam treatment, grain coarsening can be 
experienced in the cold rolled sheet, which is a result of recrystallization 
process caused by heat treatment. 

The Hc decreases as the power density increases (magnetic softening).  
As the laser scribing represents rapid local heating and subsequent rapid 
cooling in the surface layer, the net result can be even opposite as the value of 
local coercive force is concerned, depending on the applied power density. 
This result is in opposite with the result of mechanical hardening. The reason 
of this result that the base ferrit had been softened (parallel with mechanical 
softening), and local particles causes the mechanical hardening.  

Influence of the heat treating the dislocation density was decreased 
which fit to the BH phenomena.   

The results of readout obtained by the same Fluxset sensor is completely 
differ in the case of applied markers distance. The sensor can detect the 
individual marks when the distance between marks is relatively high (5 mm). 
The arised heat affected zone around the marks influence the reading out.  

It was investigated the thermal stability of local laser heat treated 
marks (heat effect arises from technological process) from point of view the 
safety reading out. These facts do confirm the sufficient thermal stability of 
markers from the point of view read out. 

In order to reveal the macroscopical mechanical properties were 
investigated the yield strength, wich important from point of view the 
application. It was determined, that the laser scribing don’t disturb the usability 
of sheets.  
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Summarising of new scientific results in thesis  
 
1.) I optimised the marking-reading system parameters of low carbon 
(C<0,1%), 0,01-0,02 mm zinc covered thin steel sheets: 
1.1. I defined from point of view the safety reading out the highest marking 
density (optimal distance between marks) as a function of marking parameter 
(spot diameter, feed speed, laser power). 
1.2. I defined the thermal stability of local laser heat treated marks (heat effect 
arises from technological process) from point of view the safety reading out.  
1.3. I defined that the reading out of laser marked sheet is not depend from the 
rolling direction of sample. 
 
2.) Local change in the magnetic properties of micro alloyed, low carbon 
(C<0,1%, Mn=0,7%, Si=0,3%, Ti=0,06%) steel was observed- . A magnetic 
softening (15% decrease in the surface coercivity) was detected in the vicinity 
of interaction zone, when applying 1 mm CO2 spot diameter in range 100 W – 
200 W.  
 
3.) A model calculation was carried out in order to give mathematical 
description of the continuous thermal distribution during the scribing process. 
The finite element method was applied for this calculation.  Thermivision is 
used for the experimental determination of boundary conditions. The results of 
model calculations are in good agreement with the observed structural changes, 
being also consistent with the real geometrical conditions 
 
4.) The stress evolution within the interaction zone is explained qualitatively on 
the basis of the overall change in the dislocation density. The stresses were 
decreased in low carbon micro alloyed (C<0,1%, Mn=0,7%, Si=0,3%, 
Ti=0,06%) structural steel, influence of local laser scribing. Due to the local 
laser treating the dislocation density was decreased into half part as well 
instead of the dominant screw dislocation the edge dislocation is dominant. 
These changes belong to the III. class stress field.  
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